1. Introduction {#andp201500318-sec-0010}
===============

Over the last decade, many groups investigated plasmonic devices coupled to gain materials both theoretically and experimentally. The promise of plasmonics is to defy the diffraction limit using evanescence and local field enhancement inherent for plasmonic nano‐structures. However, those strategies are hampered by significant Joule losses of the metals in the visible (VIS) and near infrared (IR) range of the optical spectrum. The combination of metals with active (gain) materials may compensate these losses [1](#andp201500318-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#andp201500318-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, narrow the resonances [3](#andp201500318-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} and ultimately lead to amplification and generation of evanescent modes [4](#andp201500318-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#andp201500318-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}. This, for instance, increases the sensitivity in sensing applications [6](#andp201500318-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}. Besides, the integration of plasmonic devices on a chip requires active elements, such as emitters, amplifiers and generators. A related field of studies is loss compensation in metamaterials, which prevents absorption losses from degrading all the important figures of merit [7](#andp201500318-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#andp201500318-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#andp201500318-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#andp201500318-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#andp201500318-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#andp201500318-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#andp201500318-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#andp201500318-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#andp201500318-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#andp201500318-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#andp201500318-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}.

A spaser fully nanoscopic in all three dimensions was first suggested by Bergman and Stockman [4](#andp201500318-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}. Similar concepts were discussed by others [3](#andp201500318-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#andp201500318-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}. Experimental confirmation of such a spasing has been claimed recently for metal nanoparticles using pulsed optical pumping and high thresholds. Indeed, we show in this contribution, that the spectral position of plasmonic resonances used in [19](#andp201500318-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#andp201500318-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} is sub‐optimal and requires very high gain. Related research areas are "plasmonic nano‐lasers", where, however, at least one dimension is not truly nanoscopic [21](#andp201500318-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#andp201500318-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#andp201500318-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#andp201500318-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#andp201500318-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#andp201500318-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#andp201500318-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#andp201500318-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#andp201500318-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#andp201500318-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#andp201500318-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, and the amplification and generation of surface plasmon polaritons [1](#andp201500318-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#andp201500318-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#andp201500318-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#andp201500318-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#andp201500318-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}.

A detailed theoretical analysis of spaser operation can be found for example in [5](#andp201500318-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [36](#andp201500318-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#andp201500318-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#andp201500318-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [39](#andp201500318-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}, [40](#andp201500318-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}, and numerical time domain analyses of active media with applications to metamaterials were recently performed in [15](#andp201500318-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [41](#andp201500318-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}. These works either describe both the plasmonic electromagnetic (EM) field and the gain medium (*e.g*., chromophores or semiconductor nanocrystals) by quantum mechanics, or use rate equations for the populations of the chromophores' energy levels, while treating the polarization and the resulting EM‐fields semi‐classically. While such "first principles" approaches provide most detailed analyses, they are in many cases of limited transparency. In contrast, purely classical electrodynamics is far easier to interpret and, most important, gives useful predictions as long as the spasing threshold is approached from below, increasing the gain level towards the threshold value [5](#andp201500318-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}. Specifically, the threshold gain itself can be determined using classical physics. Hence, we will apply electrodynamic analysis utilizing a negative imaginary part of the dielectric function (or absorption coefficient) in this work.

In typical experimental situations, one deals not with a single or a few active chromophores or quantum dots, but with hundreds or thousands of them. Hence, the concentration of active molecules, rather than their individual quantum‐mechanical properties usually limits the feasibility of the spaser. This also favors a macroscopic approach, which was used in calculations performed recently [19](#andp201500318-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#andp201500318-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [42](#andp201500318-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}, [43](#andp201500318-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}, [44](#andp201500318-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}, [45](#andp201500318-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}, [46](#andp201500318-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}, [47](#andp201500318-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [48](#andp201500318-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}, [49](#andp201500318-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#andp201500318-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}, [51](#andp201500318-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [52](#andp201500318-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#andp201500318-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}, [54](#andp201500318-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}, [55](#andp201500318-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}. In these papers, the influence of the nanostructures' geometry on the spasing modes and the generation thresholds was studied with different degrees of detail. Earlier considerations on these topics are given in the papers [3](#andp201500318-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [56](#andp201500318-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}, [57](#andp201500318-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}. Further, the interaction of metal nano‐particles with a single or multiple active Hertzian dipole emitters was investigated in a series of numerical studies [58](#andp201500318-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}, [59](#andp201500318-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}, [60](#andp201500318-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}.

In the current paper, we show that many previous calculations, aiming to decrease the spasing threshold by applying different shapes, aspect ratios or even multipolar modes of spasers, can be boiled down to a very general spasing threshold, which depends only on the materials constants as long as the spaser is small enough to be in the electrostatic limit. For somewhat larger particles, as long as one remains in the near--field framework, the threshold can only increase due to scattering losses. (We note in passing, that geometric resonances appear for structure sizes comparable with the wavelength in the gain material [61](#andp201500318-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}, and the thresholds can become arbitrarily low [47](#andp201500318-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}.) As the materials parameters show dispersion, the lasing threshold shows a dispersion, too, with several local minima for specific wavelength ranges and a global minimum in the deep red to near IR for Au and Ag spasers, respectively. Changes in shape, aspect ratios or spasing modes may only be used to shift the spasing eigenfrequency towards those minima, but not to change them in any way. Although similar results have been derived before for the specific example of spheroids [56](#andp201500318-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}, by using general energy considerations [62](#andp201500318-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}, or by using quantum mechanics [63](#andp201500318-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}, it seems that they have been widely overlooked given the large body of publications named previously, where one tried to improve spaser thresholds using specific nanoparticle geometries, and modes.

We give explicit minimal values for the threshold gain for gold and silver spasers based on experimental dielectric constants. We find that the minimal gain necessary for spasing is below 6⋅10^2^ cm^−1^ for silver and 5⋅10^3^ cm^−1^ for gold, both in the red to near IR wavelengths. To show how the retardation increases the necessary gain via scattering losses, we analytically consider two experimentally important examples of nanorods and core‐shell systems. In the VIS, the scattering losses quickly increase the required gain to levels hardly achievable with currently available materials. The situation is better in the IR. For the core‐shells, we find that for higher order modes the influence of scattering losses settles in at larger structure sizes and is less severe.

2. A simple example {#andp201500318-sec-0020}
===================

Let us first consider an illustrative example, which we subsequently generalize. The dipolar polarizability of a small metallic rotational ellipsoid (volume *V*, depolarization factor *L* (see Supp. Info. 1), dielectric constant $ɛ_{M}$) embedded in a gain material (dielectric constant $ɛ_{G}$) is in CGS units [64](#andp201500318-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}: $$\alpha = \frac{\left( V/4\pi \right)\left( ɛ_{M} - ɛ_{G} \right)}{Lɛ_{M} + \left( 1 - L \right)ɛ_{G}}$$The denominator, which we hence denote as *D*, is a complex‐valued function of frequency ω (or wavelength λ) due to the dispersion of the dielectric functions. In case of spherical particles, $L = 1/3$, which leads to the characteristic Clausius‐Mossotti denominator: $$3D = ɛ_{M} + 2ɛ_{G} = ɛ_{M}^{\prime}\left( \lambda \right) + 2ɛ_{G}^{\prime}\left( \lambda \right) + i\left( ɛ_{M}^{\prime\prime}\left( \lambda \right) + 2ɛ_{G}^{\prime\prime}\left( \lambda \right) \right)$$A minimum of $\left| D \right|$ corresponds to a peak in polarizability, as well as in scattering and absorption cross sections [65](#andp201500318-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}. For a transparent host medium with $ɛ_{G}^{\prime\prime} = 0$, the condition $ɛ_{M}^{\prime}\left( \lambda \right) + 2ɛ_{G}^{\prime}\left( \lambda \right) = 0$ defines the position of the dipolar resonance, while $ɛ_{M}^{\prime\prime} > 0$ limits its strength and width [62](#andp201500318-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}, [64](#andp201500318-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}. If an optical gain $- ɛ_{G}^{\prime\prime} > 0$ is present, it compensates Ohmic losses in the metal. With $ɛ_{G}^{\prime} = - ɛ_{M}^{\prime}/2$ and simultaneously $ɛ_{G}^{\prime\prime} = - ɛ_{M}^{\prime\prime}/2$, the denominator *D* in [(2)](#andp201500318-disp-0002){ref-type="disp-formula"} vanishes, which leads to singularities in the polarizability and in the cross‐sections. This corresponds to a spasing threshold, because a singular polarizability can amplify an infinitely small spontaneous emission noise to a finite field value. From the mathematical viewpoint $D = 0$ allows solution with non‐zero polarization without an external field. Roughly speaking, the imaginary part in [(2)](#andp201500318-disp-0002){ref-type="disp-formula"} defines the threshold gain, while the real part defines the generation wavelength. Note, that post‐threshold operation of a spaser, as well as threshold fields, are determined by non‐linear gain saturation [5](#andp201500318-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [51](#andp201500318-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [66](#andp201500318-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}. In particular, very high fields and/or cross‐sections obtained in linear studies [43](#andp201500318-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}, [48](#andp201500318-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#andp201500318-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}, [54](#andp201500318-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}, [55](#andp201500318-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}, [67](#andp201500318-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}, [68](#andp201500318-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"} are unphysical. However in this paper, we are interested only in threshold gain and wavelength, which, as for the conventional lasers, can be deduced from a linear theory [69](#andp201500318-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}, [70](#andp201500318-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}.

In the visible, $0.2 < ɛ_{Ag}^{\prime\prime} < 0.3$ for silver, while for gold $ɛ_{Au}^{\prime\prime}$ is one order of magnitude larger [71](#andp201500318-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}. Thus, the gain threshold can be estimated to be $ɛ_{G}^{\prime\prime} \sim - ɛ_{M}^{\prime\prime}/2 \sim - 0.1$ for spherical Ag nanoparticles in the VIS. These values can be related to the experimentally more accessible amplification β:$$\beta = c_{dye}\sigma_{dye} = - 2kn_{G}^{\prime\prime} \sim 10^{3}cm^{- 1}$$Here $k = 2\pi/\lambda$ is the vacuum wavenumber and $n_{G} = \sqrt{ɛ_{G}}$ is the refractive index of a (non‐magnetic) gain medium. The typical value of $\beta = 10^{3}cm^{- 1}$ was obtained assuming an emission cross‐section of the dye molecules of $\sigma_{dye} \sim 10^{- 16}cm^{2}$, and a population inversion concentration of $c_{dye} \sim 10^{19}cm^{- 3}$. This can be recalculated into $ɛ_{G}^{\prime\prime}$ by $$\begin{array}{ccl}
ɛ_{G}^{\prime\prime} & = & {2n_{G}^{\prime}n_{G}^{\prime\prime} \approx - n_{host}\beta\lambda/2\pi} \\
 & = & {- n_{host}c_{dye}\sigma_{dye}\lambda/2\pi \sim - 0.0102} \\
\end{array}$$Here we assumed a representative value λ = 400 nm and *n~host~* = 1.6. This value is almost one order of magnitude lower than what is required for the dipole‐mode threshold in Ag spheres, which is the weakest absorber in the VIS among the noble metals. Some chromophores have $\sigma_{dye} \sim 4 \cdot 10^{- 16}cm^{2}$ and concentrations may be increased up to $c_{dye} \sim 2.5 \cdot 10^{19}cm^{- 3}$ without aggregation, which would result in $ɛ_{G}^{\prime\prime} \approx - 0.1$. However, in practice, chromophores tend to photo‐bleach and degrade with time, plasmon damping is increased in nano‐structures due to electron collisions with the boundaries [64](#andp201500318-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}, and part of the chromophores' excitations decay spontaneously into plasmon‐polaritons in the vicinity of metal features, etc. All these parasitic effects increase the threshold gain requirements further, but are beyond the scope of this article where we aim to find lower bounds for the spasing gain threshold.

3. Minimal threshold for the quasi‐static limit {#andp201500318-sec-0030}
===============================================

The denominator of equation [(1)](#andp201500318-disp-0001){ref-type="disp-formula"} (up to a constant factor) can be rewritten in the form $$D = ɛ_{G} + Nɛ_{M}$$with $$N = L/\left( 1 - L \right)$$in case of the dipolar resonance of rotational ellipsoids, as was used by Smuk and Lawandy [56](#andp201500318-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}. In the current paper, however, we argue that in the quasi‐static limit the resonant denominator may be rewritten in the form of equation [(5)](#andp201500318-disp-0005){ref-type="disp-formula"} for *any* shape and *any* multipolar order. For example, the *l*‐th multipolar mode of a small (non retarded) metallic sphere immersed in a gain medium shows a resonant denominator [(5)](#andp201500318-disp-0005){ref-type="disp-formula"} with (see Supp. Info. 2) $$N = l/\left( 1 + l \right)$$while in the opposite case, a gain containing void inside a metal requires (Supp. Info. 2) $$N = \left( 1 + l \right)/l$$Further down, we will discuss the case of a metallic shell of thickness *h*, whereby the gain material is distributed inside the core of the shell (radius *a*) and also outside. The small‐particle and thin shell limit leads to (Eqn. (S.30) in Supp. Info. 6): $$N = \frac{l\left( l + 1 \right)}{2l + 1}\frac{h}{a}$$For the quasi‐static shell of arbitrary thickness, expressions (S.28) can be used. Even with particle dimers, the shape parameter *N* depends only on geometry. As illustrated in Supp. Info. 7, we derive for the "bright, in‐phase" quasi‐static dipolar mode of two equal prolate spheroids aligned along long semi‐axis *c* (short semi‐axes *a*) with center separation *R*: $$N = \frac{L - v}{1 - L + v},\,\,\,{with}\,\,\, v = \frac{2a^{2}c}{3R^{3}}$$In all these cases, *N* and hence the denominator [(5)](#andp201500318-disp-0005){ref-type="disp-formula"} is a function of the multipolar order *l* and the geometry (given, for instance, by the depolarization factor *L* or by the relative thickness of the metallic shell *h/a*).

The requirement $D = 0$, and the separation of the real and imaginary parts in the Eqn. [(5)](#andp201500318-disp-0005){ref-type="disp-formula"} yields $ɛ_{G}^{\prime} = - Nɛ_{M}^{\prime}$ and $ɛ_{G}^{\prime\prime} = - Nɛ_{M}^{\prime\prime}$, which can be rewritten into: $${N\left( {{geometry},}\,{mode} \right) = - \frac{ɛ_{G}^{\prime}}{ɛ_{M}^{\prime}}}\quad{and}\quad{ɛ_{G}^{\prime\prime} = \frac{ɛ_{M}^{\prime\prime}}{ɛ_{M}^{\prime}}ɛ_{G}^{\prime}}$$Note, that typically, $ɛ_{G}^{\prime} > 0,\,\, ɛ_{M}^{\prime} < 0,\,\, ɛ_{G}^{\prime\prime} < 0,\,\, ɛ_{M}^{\prime\prime} > 0$, and $N > 0$. The geometry of the nano‐particle, and the mode used for spasing, influence only the shape‐mode parameter *N*. It can be derived analytically (examples are given by the equations [(6)](#andp201500318-disp-0006){ref-type="disp-formula"}‐[(10)](#andp201500318-disp-0010){ref-type="disp-formula"}), numerically, or estimated experimentally, using the 1^st^ of Eqns. [(11)](#andp201500318-disp-0011){ref-type="disp-formula"} and the spectral position of the resonant wavelength. If *N* is known, the 1^st^ equality in [(11)](#andp201500318-disp-0011){ref-type="disp-formula"} defines a wavelength λ~thr~ due to the dispersion of dielectric functions $ɛ_{M}^{\prime}$ and $ɛ_{G}^{\prime}$, while the 2^nd^ one determines the threshold gain $- ɛ_{G}^{\prime\prime} > 0$ at this wavelength. Alternatively, the 1^st^ equation in [(11)](#andp201500318-disp-0011){ref-type="disp-formula"} can be used to find *N*, which can provide the resonance at a given wavelength. Relevant *N* values range from 10^−2^ to 1, and can be obtained by *continuously* varying the geometry of an *arbitrary* nanoparticle: for example the aspect ratio of rods according to eq. [(6)](#andp201500318-disp-0006){ref-type="disp-formula"}, or relative shell thickness via equation [(9)](#andp201500318-disp-0009){ref-type="disp-formula"}, or changing the multipolar order *l*. If the shape of the metal nanoparticle (and therefore, *N*) is fixed, the resonance can still be shifted to the desired wavelength, choosing the host material for the active molecules with the appropriate $ɛ_{G}^{\prime}$.

Different particle geometries and/or mode numbers *l* may result in the same *N* values, as can be seen for instance from the Eq. [(9)](#andp201500318-disp-0009){ref-type="disp-formula"}, and will be further illustrated below. Structures with the same *N* have the same resonant wavelength and threshold gain values. The 2^nd^ equality in [(11)](#andp201500318-disp-0011){ref-type="disp-formula"}, defining the threshold gain, is independent from any geometrical parameter or multipole order, and depends only on the dispersion of the materials at the resonant wavelength. The latter, of course, depends on the geometry via the shape‐mode factor *N*. The *minimal possible* threshold gain can be found by minimizing the 2^nd^ expression [(11)](#andp201500318-disp-0011){ref-type="disp-formula"} as a function of wavelength, irrespectively of particle shape. Any nanoparticle shape, or spasing mode, that has the value of *N* resulting in the resonance at the wavelength of minimal gain is equally effective.

Figure [1](#andp201500318-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}a shows the dependences $N\left( \lambda \right)$ (dashed) and $- ɛ_{G}^{\prime\prime}\left( \lambda \right)$ (solid) defined by the relations [(11)](#andp201500318-disp-0011){ref-type="disp-formula"} for silver and gold with dielectric functions from Johnson and Christy [71](#andp201500318-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"} and normalized to the real part $ɛ_{G}^{\prime}$ of the gain material. For $ɛ_{G}^{\prime} \neq 1$ the results simply rescale, with larger $ɛ_{G}^{\prime}$ resulting in larger threshold gain and *N* values, a fact that should be considered in the selection of a suitable gain medium. The global minima around 1060 nm for silver and around 750 nm for gold can be understood in the following way: To reduce the required gain, *N* should be decreased, because of $- ɛ_{G}^{\prime\prime} = Nɛ_{M}^{\prime\prime}$. The decrease in *N* by shape‐tuning, *e.g*., increase in the aspect ratio of nanorods (eq. [(6)](#andp201500318-disp-0006){ref-type="disp-formula"}), or by using thinner shells (eq. [(9)](#andp201500318-disp-0009){ref-type="disp-formula"}), unavoidably red‐shifts the plasmon resonance because of $- ɛ_{G}^{\prime} = Nɛ_{M}^{\prime}$. However, for metals $ɛ_{M}^{\prime\prime}$ increases with wavelength. This counteracts the decrease in *N* and leads to a global minimum. To elaborate on these trends, Supp. Info. 3 provides formulas for a general Drude metal. The full red line in Fig. [1](#andp201500318-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}a predicts for example, that small Au spheres, or short rods with the resonances in the range $500\, < \lambda < 600\,{nm}$ used in Refs.  [19](#andp201500318-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#andp201500318-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, are expected to have thresholds that exceed the optimal values by a factor of 6--10, and that of Ag by a factor of 20--50. In Fig. [1](#andp201500318-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}b we plot the dependence of the amplification β for the five local minima of gain that can be seen in the black solid curve for Ag in Fig. [1](#andp201500318-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}a. Note that data in Fig. [1](#andp201500318-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} use bulk values for gold and silver, neglecting surface induced damping. Hence, if the wavelength of minimal necessary gain (defined by the right expression in [(11)](#andp201500318-disp-0011){ref-type="disp-formula"}) can be reached with several different geometries (which all may fulfill the left equality in [(11)](#andp201500318-disp-0011){ref-type="disp-formula"}), the one with the smallest surface to volume ratio should be used to minimize losses by surface damping.

![Universal quasi‐static threshold parameters. a) Solid curves (left scale) show the dependence of $- {ɛ_{M}^{\prime\prime}{/\phantom{ɛ_{M}^{\prime\prime}ɛ_{M}^{\prime}}}ɛ_{M}^{\prime}}$ on the wavelength λ for Ag (black) and Au (red) with Johnson and Christy values. The threshold gain $- ɛ_{G}^{\prime\prime}$ can be obtained from this ratio by multiplying it with $ɛ_{G}^{\prime}$ of the gain material. Dashed curves (right scale) show the corresponding ${- 1}{/\phantom{{- 1}ɛ_{M}^{\prime}}}ɛ_{M}^{\prime}$ values, which are equal to the normalized shape factor $N{/\phantom{Nɛ_{G}^{\prime}}}ɛ_{G}^{\prime}$ at the threshold. Both ordinates have logarithmic scales. b) Dependences of the threshold amplification β on the background dielectric $ɛ_{G}^{\prime}$ for 5 local minima of the $- \left\lbrack {ɛ_{M}^{\prime\prime}{/\phantom{ɛ_{M}^{\prime\prime}ɛ_{M}^{\prime}}}ɛ_{M}^{\prime}} \right\rbrack\left( \lambda \right)$ curves for Ag, as color‐coded in the legend.](ANDP-528-295-g001){#andp201500318-fig-0001}

We give the absolute numbers for the threshold gain $- ɛ_{G}^{\prime\prime}$ and amplification β for four typical wavelength ranges in [1](#andp201500318-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"} Around 500 nm, where small spherical gold nanoparticles show their plasmon resonance, around 750 nm and 1060 nm where the minimally required gain is achieved for Au and Ag, and around 1500 nm, which is important for telecom applications. The feasibility of such a gain under injection or continuous optical pumping was put in doubt in [72](#andp201500318-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}, [73](#andp201500318-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}. However, in the pulsed regime the concomitant thermal problems look tolerable. Indeed, with sub‐ps optical pumping, the threshold population inversion $c_{dye} \sim 10^{19}cm^{- 3}$ can be reached almost without losses. Even if a significant fraction of the electronic excitation is converted into heat during the generation stage, the associated temperature rise $\Delta T$ can be estimated from the energy balance per unit volume of the gain material: $C_{p}\rho\Delta T \sim c_{dye}\hslash\omega < 10\, J\, cm^{- 3}$, which for a typical volumetric heat capacity $C_{p}\rho \sim 1\, J\, cm^{- 3}K^{- 1}$ results in $\Delta T < 10\, K$.

###### 

Minimally required amplification in cm^‐1^ and required imaginary part of the gain dielectric constant $- ɛ_{G}^{\prime\prime} = - ɛ_{thr}^{\prime\prime}$ to reach spasing threshold, assuming $ɛ_{G}^{\prime} = 1$

       500 nm      750 nm   1060 nm     1500 nm                                   
  ---- ----------- -------- ----------- --------- ----------- ------- ----------- -------
  Ag   4.0⋅10^3^   0.032    9.9⋅10^2^   0.012     5.9⋅10^2^   0.010   1.1⋅10^3^   0.026
  Au   1.6⋅10^5^   1.5      5.2⋅10^3^   0.062     4.3⋅10^3^   0.073   4.0⋅10^3^   0.095
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Although we arrived at our conclusions using illustrative examples, equation [(11)](#andp201500318-disp-0011){ref-type="disp-formula"} holds for *any* geometry or multipolar order, as it represents the lowest term in the Taylor expansion of the *arbitrary* resonant scattering denominator with respect to particle size (see Section [6](#andp201500318-sec-0060){ref-type="sec"}). A similar expression was derived from general energetic considerations by Wang and Shen [62](#andp201500318-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}, who, however, did not discuss the consequences for spaser optimization. One can also show that our condition [(11)](#andp201500318-disp-0011){ref-type="disp-formula"} coincides with equation (82) and Fig. 26 of the paper by Stockman [63](#andp201500318-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"} in the case of weak relaxation $ɛ_{M}^{\prime\prime} < < - ɛ_{M}^{\prime}$. Local spectral minima in Figs. 26 and [1](#andp201500318-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}a (solid curves) are the same, because $ɛ_{M}$ data from [71](#andp201500318-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"} were used in both cases. The representative β values from Table [1](#andp201500318-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"} ($g_{th}$ in [63](#andp201500318-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}) become similar to those in Fig. 26 after rescaling with $g_{th} = \beta \propto \sqrt{ɛ_{G}^{\prime}}$ (see Eqn. [(4)](#andp201500318-disp-0004){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and (11). Alternatively, one can use the Fig. [1](#andp201500318-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}b for comparison. For example, the deepest minimum for Ag (magenta curve for $\left. \lambda_{thr} \approx 1060\,{nm}\leftrightarrow 1.17\,{eV} \right.$) for $ɛ_{d} = ɛ_{G}^{\prime} = 2$, results in $g_{th} = \beta \approx 850\, cm^{- 1}$, in agreement with Fig. 26a. The numbers at other wavelengths are similarly consistent.

While in [63](#andp201500318-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"} quasistatic quantum mechanics was considered, our current argumentation relies only on macroscopic electrodynamics, does not use resonant and weak relaxation approximations and treats active chromophores, which influence $ɛ_{G}^{\prime\prime}$ in the optical problem, self consistently. Both approaches require small structures, but are valid for arbitrary shapes and multipolar orders, as long as retardation can be neglected. Our classical framework is easily extendable to finite sizes (see below), whereby an increase in size leads to an increase in threshold due to radiative losses. It can be shown, that threshold population inversion implied by the second expression in [(11)](#andp201500318-disp-0011){ref-type="disp-formula"} is inversely proportional to the square of the dipole matrix element of lasing transition, in agreement with the quasi‐classical results [18](#andp201500318-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [49](#andp201500318-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}.

While we assumed a dispersion‐less $ɛ_{G}$ in the main text, we discuss the case of a Lorentzian gain in Supp. Info. 4, taking into account its width and detuning between the plasmon and gain resonances. To show the generality of our ansatz, Supp. Info. 5 elaborates on polar dielectric crystals near a phonon‐polariton line, which can also be used as $ɛ_{M}^{\prime} < 0$ materials around $\lambda \approx 10\,\,{\mu m}$ instead of metals [74](#andp201500318-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}, [75](#andp201500318-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"}, [76](#andp201500318-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"}, and we find similar results.

After these general considerations for non‐retarded systems, which are independent on particle shape and mode order, we discuss below two specific examples in order to illustrate the role of retardation: spheroids and nanoshells.

4. Gain thresholds for spheroidal spasers, including retardation {#andp201500318-sec-0040}
================================================================

Spheroidal nanoparticles in gain materials were studied before in the electrostatic limit [45](#andp201500318-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}, [56](#andp201500318-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}, and experimental results for aggregates of nanoparticles were simulated with spheroids as well [77](#andp201500318-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"}, [78](#andp201500318-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}. In this section, we expand the theoretical considerations to spheroids of finite size where radiation damping and retardation are taken into account. In the non‐retarded case, equations [(5)](#andp201500318-disp-0005){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(6)](#andp201500318-disp-0006){ref-type="disp-formula"} hold, whereby $L = L_{z}$ and $L = L_{x,y}$ for the long axis in the prolate and oblate cases, respectively, are given in Supp. Info. 1. We consider only long wavelength resonances, because the short wavelength resonances overlap with the d‐band absorption and are hence less suited for spasing. The results for the quasistatic, non‐retarded limit are shown in Fig. [2](#andp201500318-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} by black curves.

![Dipolar thresholds for prolate a) and oblate b) Ag spheroids. Spheroids with $ɛ_{1} = ɛ_{Ag}$ are immersed in a gain medium with $ɛ_{2} = 2.6 + iɛ_{2}^{\prime\prime}$. The threshold gain values: $- ɛ_{2}^{\prime\prime} = - ɛ_{thr}^{\prime\prime}$ are shown at the left ordinate and the generation wavelengths at the right (as indicated by the horizontal arrows), both as functions of the aspect ratio. Insets show the structure geometry with the incident field oriented along the longer axes in both cases. Black solid curves (indexed as *c*=0 and *a*=0) correspond to the non‐retarded case. Dashed curves include retardation according to Kuwata. The approximation by Moroz yields similar results as illustrated by the dotted magenta curves. The length of the largest semi‐axis (*c* for the prolate case in a) and *a = b* for the oblate case in b) is chosen as the size parameter and is color‐coded in the plots.](ANDP-528-295-g002){#andp201500318-fig-0002}

For spheroids of finite size, we use two approximations, one by Kuwata and coworkers [79](#andp201500318-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"} and one by Moroz [80](#andp201500318-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}. Kuwata et al. suggested the following empirical formula for the resonance denominator of the dipolar polarizability: $$\begin{array}{ccl}
D & = & {ɛ_{1}L + ɛ_{2}\left( 1 - L \right)} \\
 & & {+ \,\left( ɛ_{2} - ɛ_{1} \right)\left( {Aɛ_{2}\left( ka_{E} \right)^{2} - Bɛ_{2}^{2}\left( ka_{E} \right)^{4} + i\frac{ɛ_{2}^{3/2}k^{3}V}{6\pi}} \right);} \\
A & = & {0.4865L + 1.046L^{2} - 0.8481L^{3};} \\
B & = & {0.01909L + 0.1999L^{2} + 0.6077L^{3}} \\
\end{array}$$Here *a~E~* is the semi‐axis along the electric field direction and *V* is the volume of the spheroid, while ε~1~ and ε~2~ refer to the spheroid and the ambient, respectively, as shown in the insets in Fig. [2](#andp201500318-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}. Moroz suggests several approximations. We choose the one implied by his equations (36), (37), (56), which empirically correct the dynamic depolarization factors Δ for the inhomogeneity of the field profile inside the particle. $$\begin{array}{ccl}
D & = & {ɛ_{1}L + ɛ_{2}\left( 1 - L \right)} \\
 & & {+ \left( ɛ_{2} - ɛ_{1} \right)\left( {\frac{ɛ_{2}k^{2}V}{4\pi a_{E}}\left( 0.37 + 0.63\Delta \right) + i\frac{ɛ_{2}^{3/2}k^{3}V}{6\pi}} \right)\,;} \\
\Delta_{z} & = & {\frac{3}{4} \cdot \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
{\frac{1 + e^{2}}{1 - e^{2}}L_{z} + 1} \\
{\left( 1 - 2e^{2} \right)L_{z} + 1} \\
\end{array} \right.;} \\
\Delta_{x,y} & = & {\frac{a}{2c} \cdot \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
{\frac{3}{2e}\ln\frac{1 + e}{1 - e} - \Delta_{z},\,\,\,{prolate}} \\
{3e^{- 1}\sqrt{1 - e^{2}}\arcsin e - \Delta_{z},\,\,\,{oblate}} \\
\end{array} \right.} \\
\end{array}$$

The dashed curves in Fig. [2](#andp201500318-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} relate to equation [(12)](#andp201500318-disp-0012){ref-type="disp-formula"} and give the threshold gain values (left ordinates) as a function of aspect ratio, whereby the long half axis serves as a color‐coded parameter. For the longest half axes ($c = 50\;{nm}$ and $a = b = 50\;{nm}$ for the prolate and oblate cases, respectively), the results according to Moroz (eq. [(13)](#andp201500318-disp-0013){ref-type="disp-formula"}) are given as dotted curves. The Kuwata formulas give slightly larger threshold gain for prolate spheroids (Fig. [2](#andp201500318-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}a), and smaller ones for the oblate case (Fig. [2](#andp201500318-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}b). Nevertheless, both approximations yield similar results, which confirms their applicability for the considered range of sizes. The threshold gain $- ɛ_{thr}^{\prime\prime}$ increases with the size due to radiative losses. This increase is more pronounced for smaller aspect ratios (more spherical particles), because they undergo larger increase in volume. The retardation corrections are minimal for the spheroids with long semi‐axes of 10 nm, but become quite significant for 50 nm, where the approximations [(12)](#andp201500318-disp-0012){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(13)](#andp201500318-disp-0013){ref-type="disp-formula"} start to lose their validity. In accordance with the general prediction (equation [(11)](#andp201500318-disp-0011){ref-type="disp-formula"} and Fig. [1](#andp201500318-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}), local threshold minima are achieved at the same wavelengths as defined by the minima of the $- ɛ_{Ag}^{\prime\prime}/ɛ_{Ag}^{\prime}$ ratio for the quasi‐static case. For the considered material parameters, there exists a range of optimal aspect ratios (3.4‐6.6 for the prolate and 7.1‐19.8 for the oblate spheroids) with low threshold gain $0.026 < - ɛ_{thr}^{\prime\prime} < 0.036$ within a spectral range of $727\,{nm} < \lambda_{thr} < 1137\,{nm}$. The very lowest values are reached for the aspect ratios 6 and 16.9, at a generation wavelength $\lambda_{thr} = 1061\,{nm}$ with $- ɛ_{thr}^{\prime\prime} \approx 0.026$ for the prolate and oblate spheroids, respectively, but a comparable minimum exists in the far red at $\lambda_{thr} = 756\,{nm}$, with $- ɛ_{thr}^{\prime\prime} \approx 0.03$ and at aspect ratios of 3.6 and 7.8.

5. Gain thresholds for finite‐sized (retarded) metallic shells with different multipolar spasing modes {#andp201500318-sec-0050}
======================================================================================================

The quasi‐static expression [(7)](#andp201500318-disp-0007){ref-type="disp-formula"} shows that for a solid spherical metal particle in a gain medium the dipole mode $l = 1$ is the easiest to generate, as it requires the lowest gain $ɛ_{G}^{\prime\prime} = - ɛ_{M}^{\prime\prime}/2$, while higher multipole thresholds approach the limit $ɛ_{G}^{\prime\prime} = - ɛ_{M}^{\prime\prime}$. For the active void (eq. [(8)](#andp201500318-disp-0008){ref-type="disp-formula"}) the situation is reversed. The dipolar mode requires *the largest gain* $ɛ_{G}^{\prime\prime} = - 2ɛ_{M}^{\prime\prime}$, while higher multipoles approach the limit $ɛ_{G}^{\prime\prime} = - ɛ_{M}^{\prime\prime}$. Metallic nano‐shells which have gain both inside and outside (see sketch in the upper right hand corner of Fig. [3](#andp201500318-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}), possess both sphere‐ and void‐like features, which makes their ordering of thresholds worth to investigate. For the most of the remaining section, we focus on the symmetric structures, with the same gain material inside and outside a silver shell of radius *a* ~1~ and thickness *h* ~2~. A comparison with asymmetric gain distributions, where the gain is either only in the core, or only outside the shell will be given at the end of this section. We will call the symmetric geometry GMG (gain/metal/gain), the case of a gain filled shell with passive dielectric ε~3~ outside GMε~3~, and the case of a metallic shell on a gainless core, but with gain outside a ε~1~MG structure. Asymmetric structures have been discussed before [5](#andp201500318-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [57](#andp201500318-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}, but largely for the quasi‐static dipole case and without global gain optimization via geometry. We note that in the main text, we use full analytical multi‐shell Mie theory without approximations. Q*uasi‐static* approximations can be found in Supp. Info. 6.

![Multipolar thresholds for metallic shells. The inset shows the geometry of the GMG structure. A metallic shell with the dielectric function ε~2~ = ε~Ag~ from Johnson and Christy is immersed into and filled with a gain medium with ε~3~ = ε~1~ = 2.6+*iε* ~1~″. The threshold gain values −ε~1~″ = −ε~thr~″ (left column, log‐color map) and the wavelengths λ~thr~ (right) are shown as contour plots as a function of the inner radius *a* ~1~ and the shell thickness *h* ~2~. Different plots correspond to different multipolar modes from *l* = 1 (dipole), to *l* = 5, as labeled in the panels.](ANDP-528-295-g003){#andp201500318-fig-0003}

We will now study the multipolar thresholds of the retarded GMG structures in detail. The shell is made of Ag, ($ɛ_{2} = ɛ_{Ag}$), while the active material is characterized by a dispersionless $ɛ_{1} = ɛ_{3}$ where ε″~1~ defines the gain strength. The Fig. [3](#andp201500318-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} shows the numerical solution of the complex‐valued equations $D_{l}\left( ɛ_{1}^{\prime\prime},\lambda \right) = 0$ where *D~l~* is the multi‐shell Mie denominator for each multipolar order *l*. No approximations were used, *i.e*., the full denominators from [81](#andp201500318-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"} were employed. The left column presents the gain thresholds $- ɛ_{thr}^{\prime\prime}$, while the right column shows the corresponding generation wavelengths λ~thr~. Both $- ɛ_{thr}^{\prime\prime}$ and λ~thr~ functions are plotted as two‐dimensional contour plots of *a* ~1~ and *h* ~2~ for different multipolar modes from *l* = 1 (dipole) to *l* = 5. We make several observations: For quasi‐static structures the threshold should depend only on the shape, *i.e*., the aspect ratio $h_{2}/a_{1}$ (as illustrated by equation [(9)](#andp201500318-disp-0009){ref-type="disp-formula"}). While this can clearly be seen for the higher order multipoles with $l > 2$ and for $h_{2} < 10\,{nm}$ and $a_{1} < 100\,\,{to}\,\, 200\,{nm}$, it is less obvious for $l = 1$ and $l = 2$. The reason is that significant retardation starts very early for the low order modes: $- ɛ_{thr}^{\prime\prime}$ and λ~thr~ visibly deviate from the straight lines $h_{2}/a_{1} = const$ for $a_{1} \sim 10\,\,{to}\,\, 20\,\,{nm}$ and $h_{2} \sim 1\,\,{to}\,\, 2\,\,{nm}$ in case of *l* = 1. The retardation settles in later for the higher multipoles, which can be seen from the corrections to Eqn. [(9)](#andp201500318-disp-0009){ref-type="disp-formula"} (see Supp. Info. 6), which contains *l* in the denominator of the leading correction term. For the high order mode with *l*  = 5, this occurs in the range $a_{1} \sim 150\,\,{to}\,\, 200\,\,{nm}$ and $h_{2} \sim 10\,\,{to}\,\, 20\,\,{nm}$. Nevertheless, the thresholds for different multipoles behave similarly. This is especially obvious for the higher multipoles. Increasing size ultimately makes thresholds higher, similarly to the case of spheroids (Fig. [2](#andp201500318-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}).

The minimal possible gain is again $- ɛ_{thr}^{\prime\prime} = 0.026$ near $\lambda_{thr} = 1061\,{nm}$, and $- ɛ_{thr}^{\prime\prime} \approx 0.03$ near $\lambda_{thr} = 756\,{nm}$. These numbers are independent of the multipolar index *l*, but are achieved for different geometries, which depend on *l*. There exists an optimal aspect ratio $h_{2}/a_{1}$ for each multipolar order, for example $0.07 < h_{2}/a_{1} < 0.15$ for the dipole and $0.015 < h_{2}/a_{1} < 0.05$ for the *l* = 5 mode, where the threshold gain lies in the range $0.026 < - ɛ_{thr}^{\prime\prime} < 0.036$ (blue areas in the left column of Fig. [3](#andp201500318-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}).

The optimal ratio $h_{2}/a_{1}$ decreases with increasing multipolar index *l*, as expected from the approximation [(9)](#andp201500318-disp-0009){ref-type="disp-formula"}, which provides *N* in the universal quasi‐static condition [(11)](#andp201500318-disp-0011){ref-type="disp-formula"} for thin shells. In practical terms, the dipolar mode has low thresholds only for very small structure sizes where manufacturing is difficult and size‐related effects (quantization, increased losses due to surface scattering and quenching) will hinder experimental realization. The different panels in Fig. [3](#andp201500318-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} show, that it is not easy to predict a priori the mode with the lowest threshold for the given geometry. For a representative case of $a_{1} = 100\,{nm},\,\,\, h_{2} = 5\,{nm}$ the thresholds for increasing mode‐order are: $\, - ɛ_{thr}^{\prime\prime} \approx 0.67,\,\, 0.11,\,\, 0.052,\,\, 0.032,\,\,{and}\, 0.052$. Thus, the mode with *l* = 4 will be "the easiest to generate" (near $\lambda_{thr} = 736\,{nm}$), while it will be virtually impossible to "fire up" the dipolar mode.

An infinite gain medium may contain exponentially growing solutions. This is known to cause non‐trivial issues in Fresnel formulas, as well as in total internal reflection (see [82](#andp201500318-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"} and refs. therein). However, these issues do not influence the threshold gain and wavelength, obtained from zeroes of scattering denominators, which are related to the multipolar solutions of plasmonic structures, even if the corresponding outgoing scattered waves are amplified at larger distances. To illustrate this, we compare the GMG structure studied in Fig. [3](#andp201500318-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} with a GMG1 structure, where a gain containing core $\left( a_{1} = 50\,\left. {nm} \right) \right.$ is covered by a silver shell $\left( h_{2} = 5\,\left. {nm} \right) \right.$ and by a gain‐shell $\left( h_{3} = 50\,\left. {nm} \right) \right.$, followed by vacuum. We find that the difference is not substantial, because the relevant field structures are very similar near the metallic shell. This is illustrated in Fig. [4](#andp201500318-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} for the *l* = 3 mode. For such a GMG structure, the enhanced field near the metallic shell initially decays on a length scale comparable to the radius of the inner core (50 nm). Figure [4](#andp201500318-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}b shows that for the GMG1 structure most of the enhanced field remains inside the 50 nm thick outer gain shell.

![Comparison of the field enhancement \|**E**\|/E~0~ between the GMG (a) and GMG1 (b) structures near the generation threshold of the *l* = 3 mode. In both cases, Johnson and Christy data are used for Ag, and ε~G~ = 2.6‐0.08*i. a* ~1~ = 50 nm and *h* ~2~ = 5 nm for both structures, and *h* ~3~ = 50 nm in case of the GMG1 structure. The propagation direction and the polarization of the incident plane wave with the amplitude E~0~ are indicated in panel a).](ANDP-528-295-g004){#andp201500318-fig-0004}

Numerical results for different core‐shell structures at typical wavelengths are given in Table [2](#andp201500318-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}. The wavelengths, where spasing occurs for GMG and the GMG1 structures, are very similar, with better agreement for increasing multipolar number. The red‐shift of the lower mode wavelengths of the GMG structure with respect to the GMG1 structure is due to the larger real part of the dielectric function for the global background (2.6 vs. 1). The threshold gain is also remarkably similar for the GMG and the GMG1 case. For instance, in the case of the $l = 3$ mode (shown in Fig. [4](#andp201500318-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}), $- ɛ_{G}^{\prime\prime} = 0.0719$ for GMG and $- ɛ_{G}^{\prime\prime} = 0.0714$ in case of GMG1 (see colored entries in Table [2](#andp201500318-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}). In fact, the GMG1 structure shows slightly smaller threshold than the GMG structure. This is related to 2 factors: a) Small shift of the resonant wavelength towards locally better threshold conditions (see Ag curve in Fig. [1](#andp201500318-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}a near the green arrow). b) Lower radiative losses into the background with $ɛ_{b} = 1$ as compared to $ɛ_{b} \approx 2.6$ for the GMG case. To minimize the shift of the resonance, next we consider a GM2.6 structure, where only the inner core includes gain, followed by a metallic shell immersed in a passive matrix with the same, but purely real dielectric constant of $ɛ_{3} = 2.6$. All geometrical dimensions are the same as for the GMG structure. In this case, the $l = 3$ mode needs a threshold gain of $- ɛ_{G}^{\prime\prime} = 0.1901$, which is 2.64 times the gain required for the GMG structure. The complement, a 2.6MG structure (passive medium in the core with a metallic shell, embedded in an infinitely extended gain medium) requires $- ɛ_{G}^{\prime\prime} = 0.1155$ for spasing, just 1.61 times the GMG gain. Finally, we consider a GM1 structure, *i.e*., a gain core, covered with silver and put into vacuum. In this case, the $l = 3$ resonance is naturally blue‐shifted due to the smaller real part of the outside dielectric. The required gain is now $- ɛ_{G}^{\prime\prime} = 0.1179$. In fact, analyzing the expression (S.26) in Supp. Info. 6, one can show, that for a quasi‐static metallic shell with $- ɛ_{M}^{\prime} > > ɛ_{1,3}^{\prime}$ in an asymmetric environment, $ɛ_{G,{eff}} = ɛ_{1} + \frac{l + 1}{l}ɛ_{3}$ plays the role of a dielectric function of a compound gain material. This observation elucidates why for GM2.6 thresholds are lower than for 2.6GM, and more so for lower multipoles. Similar comparisons as discussed for the $l = 3$ mode can be carried out for the other modes from $l = 1$ to 5, which are all shown in Table [2](#andp201500318-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}. These results suggest, that in the experimentally relevant case where several materials are involved (GM1, GMG1, as well as GM2.6 and 2.6GM structures), the threshold based on 2 materials provides the minimal values for the multiple‐materials case. This is understandable, as the gainless materials can be considered as regions where gain was "switched off", which is likely to increase the threshold. In such comparisons, one should account for the spectral shift of the resonance (which changes the metal absorption), as well as changes in radiative losses in different backgrounds for larger structures.
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Threshold gain $- ɛ_{G}^{\prime\prime} = - ɛ_{thr}^{\prime\prime}$ and the generation wavelengths λ~thr~ \[nm\] for the *l* = 1 to 5 modes of GMG, GMG1, GM2.6, 2.6GM, and GM1 structures obtained from the numerical solution of the exact analytical multi‐shell Mie theory
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The considered modes are the long‐wavelength, charge‐symmetric hybrid modes of the nano‐shells [83](#andp201500318-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"}. The short‐wavelength modes have significantly higher thresholds for nanoscale structures which we discuss here, while for large structures with thick shells they transform into the geometric resonances of the core, with low thresholds, similar to a spherical micro‐lasers [47](#andp201500318-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}.

6. General eigenfunction expansion framework {#andp201500318-sec-0060}
============================================

The expansion of a scattering problem for an arbitrary composite particle in eigenfunctions of the Helmholtz equation is conceptually similar to the cases considered above. In most practical cases, the scattering cross‐section can be written as a multipole expansion: $$\sigma_{sca} = a^{2}\sum\limits_{l = 1}^{\infty}\frac{\left( ka \right)^{4l}f_{l}}{\left| {D_{l}\left( ɛ_{M},ɛ_{G},ka,{shape} \right)} \right|^{2}}$$Here *a* loosely refers to the "size" of the structure, which shape may include several geometrical parameters. For example, an arbitrary ellipsoid is characterized by 3 axes, while a core‐shell structure or torus has 2 spatial scales, but more complex cases obviously exist. The index *l* characterizes the multipole order, or, for more general asymmetric structures, the eigenfunctions of the structure. In the latter case, the power of *ka* in the numerator may differ. Denominators *D~l~* in Eqns. [(14)](#andp201500318-disp-0014){ref-type="disp-formula"} can be chosen dimensionless and their leading zero order terms are *ka* independent. Higher‐order *ka* terms describe the so‐called dynamic depolarization, radiative damping and inhomogeneity of polarization in the structure [80](#andp201500318-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}, [84](#andp201500318-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"}. For complex structures, they can include additional dielectric functions (for example $ɛ_{host}$ for a core‐shell structure in passive host medium). The functions *f~l~* depend on similar arguments $\left( ɛ_{M},ɛ_{G,}\,{shape} \right)$ but are usually independent from *ka* in the leading zero order. Mie expansion [85](#andp201500318-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"}, or generalized Mie expansion for multi‐shell structures [61](#andp201500318-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}, [64](#andp201500318-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"} have the form [(14)](#andp201500318-disp-0014){ref-type="disp-formula"} and the size‐expansions of their denominators are studied as examples in Supp. Info. 2 and 6.

Similarly to the equations [(1)](#andp201500318-disp-0001){ref-type="disp-formula"}‐[(2)](#andp201500318-disp-0002){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the condition $D_{l} = 0$ in [(14)](#andp201500318-disp-0014){ref-type="disp-formula"} characterizes the generation threshold for the *l* ^th^ mode. Zero denominator allows the buildup of a finite polarization in the resonant mode from small spontaneous emission noise without an external field. The complex equation $D_{l} = 0$ allows one to find two real numbers, the threshold gain level $ɛ_{G}^{\prime\prime} = ɛ_{thr}^{\prime\prime}$ and the generation wavelength $\lambda_{thr}$. Note, that the spectrum can contain several modes corresponding to the same *l* because of the ω‐dependence of the dielectric functions ε~G~ and ε~M~. One example is the splitting of the *l*‐resonances in a core‐shell particle [83](#andp201500318-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"}.

Two final remarks: First, one can ask, if one can overcome the universal gain threshold by constructing quasi‐static ensembles of metallic nanoparticles. In Supp. Info. 7 we elaborate on a two‐particle geometry and show that the minimal gain requirement as given in Fig. [1](#andp201500318-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} cannot be circumvented. Second, we note that some authors define the generation threshold as a gain for which the imaginary part of a complex eigenvalue ω of the electromagnetic problem for the structure disappears [19](#andp201500318-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}. This definition is equivalent to the condition $D_{l} = 0$ in [(14)](#andp201500318-disp-0014){ref-type="disp-formula"}, which is used here and in some other works [50](#andp201500318-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#andp201500318-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}, as outlined in Supp. Info. 8.

7. Conclusions {#andp201500318-sec-0070}
==============

A spaser nanoscopically confined in all 3 dimensions is a truly nano‐scale source of coherent electromagnetic fields in the visible and near IR. The main difficulty in its practical realization lies in metal absorption, which necessitates high concentration of the active (lasing) agents, *e.g*., fluorescent dye molecules. In this contribution, we have investigated the threshold gain necessary for spasing and found that for the quasi‐static spasers it depends only on the materials involved. As the materials' parameters show dispersion, the lasing threshold shows a dispersion as well; however various spasers, utilizing different nanoparticle shapes and modes, but generating on the same wavelength, have equal thresholds. Specifically, there exists a global minimum of required gain for each combination of materials, which, however, does not depend on the specific shape, multipolar spasing mode or even arrangements involving several particles, such as nanoparticle dimers. Geometric design and choice of multipole order can only shift the plasmonic resonance towards the wavelength of minimal gain. This wavelength of lowest spasing threshold is determined by the minimum of the metal $- ɛ_{M}^{\prime\prime}/ɛ_{M}^{\prime}$ ratio, because the dispersion of this ratio is typically much larger than the dispersion of the real part of the gain material\'s dielectric constant. In addition, low values of the host dielectric function $ɛ_{G}^{\prime}$ decrease threshold gain values.

These general statements follow from the classical, macroscopic electrodynamic expressions for scattering coefficients, without invoking quantum mechanical arguments. Spasing threshold corresponds to the zero of the denominator in the corresponding scattering coefficient; this holds also for systems with retardation. The results are illustrated by the examples of dipolar modes of silver spheroids and multipoles of core‐shell structures for which thresholds are calculated explicitly for a broad range of sizes. Our results show how the retardation increases spaser thresholds due to radiative losses. In addition, damping due to surface scattering of the conduction electrons (not included into bulk values of the dielectric constants used here) will increase the gain threshold. Further, the ideal limit for the minimal threshold [(11)](#andp201500318-disp-0011){ref-type="disp-formula"} holds in the absence of quenching of chromophores via energy transfer to the plasmonic structures. It can bleach the population inversion within about 5 nm near the metal structures [86](#andp201500318-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"}, [87](#andp201500318-bib-0087){ref-type="ref"}, [88](#andp201500318-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"}, and/or funnel the pumping energy into the undesirable, spectrally overlapping modes, resulting in additional losses and detrimental mode competition. The limit [(11)](#andp201500318-disp-0011){ref-type="disp-formula"} can however be approached either with fs optical pumping, or in case of multipolar modes of a moderately large (∼50‐100 nm) quasi‐static structures, where the relative importance of quenching with respect to scattering is smaller. Femtosecond pumping, if strong enough everywhere, will invert all available chromophores, and make the gain, defined as $ɛ_{G}^{\prime\prime}$, spatially homogeneous irrespectively of the distribution of the pumping intensity and/or Purcell‐enhanced relaxation rate into the resonant and even non‐resonant plasmonic modes.

As a qualitative recipe, one can suggest that: a) if the wavelength of minimal gain can be realized with different geometries and/or multipolar orders, the solution with the smallest surface to volume ratio should be preferred; b) higher order modes, despite being "dark" or "non‐radiative" under normal conditions, often become advantageous for the generation, as they allow larger structures, where the boundary losses and quenching are less prominent.

Minimal threshold gain values translate into dye concentrations close to those available with commercial dye‐doped polymers, where pulsed optical pumping is not expected to cause thermal issues. At the same time, the so far experimentally explored geometries and material combinations are not always optimal. In particular, minimal conditions for Ag and Au nanoparticles suggest structures with substantial geometric aspect ratio, which significantly deviate from a sphere, in order to red‐shift the plasmon resonance into the region of lower thresholds. For Ag, the favorable wavelength range spans 730--1140 nm and requires gain values of $- ɛ_{G}^{\prime\prime} \sim 0.03$ or an amplification of $\beta \sim 10^{3}\, cm^{- 1}$ only. The values for Au are about an order of magnitude larger.
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